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Kūlia E Uli:
Interdisciplinary World Oli Movement 2021

Inaugural theme:
KANANA OLA~Life Sustaining

December 18-21, 2021

A special ONLINE event brought to you by Lonoa Honua
www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli

http://www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli


This is an AUDACIOUS invitation to you and your community to join us for Kūlia e Uli: Interdisciplinary
World Oli Movement (WOM), the first ever global ONLINE conference centered around the oli Hawaiʻi
chant traditions and naturally extending into bioacoustics, sound therapy, and world chant traditions…
Can you believe it? Just the thought of an oli gathering is blowing my mind, right now!

Oli is Hawaiʻi chant expression and mode of communication. It is sonic resonance; the synchronizing of
the lolo (thinking brain) and the naʻau (the gut or intuitive “brain”), the selves “out there” (external lives,
family, job, social circles, food, etc) and the “cell-ves in here”. The function of the oli is to carry the intention
and images of the mele (Hawaiʻi poetry), and tuning into the vibration and frequency that will give us the
outcome needed.

In 2020, I started teaching oli online, because people needed community. The World Oli Movement
(WOM) was created to gather people to generate the aloha needed to create well-being. This event aims
to bring together the multitudes of people to exchange acoustics and vibrations from across disciplines to
better perceive and care for our world through a richer understanding of the ways in which we can bring
ourselves into resonance with ourselves and our environment.

Our theme is centered around "Kūlia e Uli" the address to elemental energies that is optimal homeostasis
or synchronization - these energies are Universal Intelligence. "Kanana ola" are the words that usually
follow "Kūlia E Uli." Kanana Ola is the ask for life sustaining, life-balancing energy. THIS is the ultimate
purpose of why this conference was dreamed…

This movement is for ANYONE interested in learning to connect to Place and apply that connection to
your personal and professional life. We invite stewards, chant and cultural practitioners, scientists,
researchers, health and wellness practitioners, educators, and community members from around the
world; anyone interested in healing & restoration; anyone curious about Hawaiʻi chant traditions &
lifeways; anyone who geeks out on soundscapes, ecology, and/or bioacoustics; anyone interested in the
more-than-physical aspects of who we are; anyone who is trained in any form of chant; pretty
much…anyone interested in learning & spending a few days with our community.

OLI-ON!

Kekuhi Kealiikanakaole ~ World Oli Movement Mover~

[This event was inspired by Kealiʻi chant concerts & Pua Kanaheleʻs Pagan Pride.]



SCHEDULE
All Dates/Times are in Hawaiʻi Standard Time (HST)

DAY 1: DEC 18 - AKUA / HŌKŪ MOON

🔺KULUKULUUA Chant Concert (4:00pm - 6:00pm)

PŌ KE AO (8:00pm-6:30am) 🔺Uliuli Intensive (Oli intensive)

DAY 2: DEC 19 - HŌKŪ / MĀHEALANI MOON

PUKA KA LĀ Block (6:30am-7:00am) Sunrise Ceremony (Public/Free)

AWAKEA - ʻAUINALĀ Block
(12:00pm-5:00pm)

Olioli Pū (Large group engagement)

Hāʻena (Keynote)

Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā (Breakouts)

AHIAHI Block (5:30pm-7:00pm) 🔺Wai-brations (Special event)

DAY 3: DEC 20 - MĀHEALANI / KULU MOON

AWAKEA - ʻAUINALĀ Block
(12:00pm-5:00pm)

Olioli Pū (Large group engagement)

Hāʻena (Keynote)

Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā (Breakouts)

AHIAHI Block (5:30pm-7:00pm) 🔺Tiny Kuahu Session (Special event)

DAY 4: DEC 21 - KULU / LĀʻAUKŪKAHI MOON

AWAKEA - ʻAUINALĀ Block
(12:00pm-5:00pm)

Olioli Pū (Large group engagement)

Hāʻena (Keynote)

Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā (Breakouts)

NAPOʻO KA LĀ Block (5:00pm-6:30pm) Closing ʻAha Ao Polohiwa a Kanaloa
(Public/Free)

🔺Special WOM events and activities that can be added to your registration. Please check
which events your registration includes in the following pages.



WOM REGISTRATION
PŪNUA

Early Reg
($199)

ʻALOHILANI
VIP Reg
($579)

ʻAKEKEKE
General Reg

($225)

Sept 22 - Nov 15
6pm (HST)

Nov 16 - Dec 5
12pm (HST)

Nov 15 - Dec 5
12pm (HST)

CORE PROGRAM:
Olioli Pū
Hāʻena
Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā
Public Ceremonies

✔ ✔ ✔

Super cool physical swag
bag
Mailed to you

✔ ✔

Very cool digital swag bag
Sent to your email ✔ ✔ ✔

*WOM Recordings
Available after the Movement ✔ ✔ ✔

*Mi & My ʻIʻi
15 minute oli consultation ✔

Original WOM 2021 Kīhei
($120 value) ✔

$200 OFF Oli Honua Level 1
Only applicable to new
students: 12 week online chant
course ($895 value)

✔

*WOM recordings will include access to re-watch the Core Program (Olioli Pū, Hāʻena,
Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā); Any registrants for Special Events will have access to the recordings 30 days
post event (Kulukuluua Oli Concert, Wai-brations, Tiny Kuahu session). Registrants will not receive
recordings of the Uliuli Intensive, and ceremonies.
*Mi & My ʻIʻi will be an opportunity to schedule a 15 minute oli consultation with one of our esteemed
WOM Hawaiʻi chanters/presenters. More info will be given on scheduling.

Group rates: Please email kakoo@olihonua.com for special group (5+) rates.
Find the most updated info and registration available here: www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli

Registration details continued on the next page for Special Events🔺.

https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/VfN9X6sQ
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/VfN9X6sQ
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/Bob2CNC6
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/Bob2CNC6
http://www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli


SPECIAL EVENT REGISTRATION
🔺Special WOM events and activities can be added to your registration to grow, excite and
enhance your oli experience! Using the table below, please check which events are included/not
included in your registration.

PŪNUA
Early Reg

($199)

ʻALOHILANI
VIP Reg
($527)

ʻAKEKEKE
General Reg

($225)

Sept 22 - Nov
15

6pm (HST)

Nov 16 - Dec 5 12pm
(HST)

Nov 15 - Dec 5
6pm (HST)

🔺Kulukuluua ($89)
Oli Concert

ʻAlohilani also includes:
*Kulukuluua Recording &

Backstage (see note below)

🔺Uliuli Intensive ($100)
Oli Intensive session ✔

🔺Wai-brations ($79)
Special Event ✔

🔺Tiny Kuahu Session ($79)
+ exclusive Tiny Kuahu gift ✔ ✔

*ʻAlohilani VIP Registration also includes: 1hr Backstage with the Kulukuluua Chanters ($400
value)

Kulukuluua Oli Concert, Wai-brations Special Event, and Tiny Kuahu Session can be purchased
separately by anyone without WOM registration.

Uliuli Intensive is only open to those registered for the Core Program.

Find the most updated info and registration available here: www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli

https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/F2nGcvKL
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/RuxotePj
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/39jzGC9z
https://www.kekuhi.com/offers/Kr2t8fiN
http://www.kekuhi.com/kulia-e-uli


WOM Core Program Details

Olioli Pū Large Group Engagement
Sunday Dec 19th, Monday Dec 20th, Tuesday Dec 21st  (12:00pm-12:30pm HST)

(Included in all WOM registration packages: Pūnua, ʻAlohilani, ʻAkekeke, ʻŌpeʻapeʻa, ʻUwaʻu, Kioea)

Each day at noon we will begin with 30 minutes in Olioli Pū Large Group Engagement,
where we will set our intentions for the day through mele and oli. You should also expect
some orientation, learning, and preparation as we approach our collective celebration of
theʻAha Ao Polohiwa a Kanaloa (Closing Winter Solstice Ceremony). Olioli Pū will also
be the time for event organizers to provide any important announcements for the daily
program.

Hāʻena Co-Keynote
Sunday Dec 19th, Monday Dec 20th, Tuesday Dec 21st  (12:45pm-1:45pm HST)

(Included in all WOM registration packages: Pūnua, ʻAlohilani, ʻAkekeke, ʻŌpeʻapeʻa, ʻUwaʻu, Kioea)

What?! The intention here is to facilitate a trans-cultural/interdisciplinary learning
possibility...both between the Hāʻena co-keynotes (or intense breaths) and then rippling
out to us. There is 1-co-keynote presentation each day, following the Olioli Pū. This is an
opportunity for 2 experts from two different schools of knowledge to come together and
co-create a compelling and stirring presentation.

➢ Hā - ʻEna...The “INTENSE HEAT.” As the dark of night fades, we join our breath
with the embers of the new day.

➢ The Hāʻena co-keynote presentations will help us fan the flames of possibility.
➢ “ʻAʻohe pau ka ʻike i ka hālau hoʻokahi.” ~ One can learn from many schools of

knowledge (ʻŌlelo Noʻeau #203)
➢ Witness the creation of new DATA that will help broaden our understanding of

chant and bridge across different schools of knowledge.



WOM Core Program continued…

Kani-ka-wī-Kani-ka-wā Breakouts
Sunday Dec 19th, Monday Dec 20th, Tuesday Dec 21st  (2:00pm - 3:00pm, 3:30pm - 4:30pm
HST)

(Included in all WOM registration packages: Pūnua, ʻAlohilani, ʻAkekeke, ʻŌpeʻapeʻa, ʻUwaʻu, Kioea)

Memorialized amidst epic tales such as Pele and Hiʻiaka and Keaomelemele,
Kani-ka-wī and Kani-ka-wā are an unassuming pair, who illustrate how the many
facets of these destined dichotomies enable life on earth: Kani ka wī a Kani ka wā: The
narrow and the broad; The pointed and the wide; The piercing and the blunt … who are
these two sides of sound? Who is the short and sharp note and the open and long note?
Who are those sounds that are narrow and broad? Who is the echo and the doppler?
This is a moment to stop and study these characters.

Breakouts are daily 1-hour workshops immediately following the Hāʻena co-keynote.
Each day, there will be 2 breakout sessions back to back where you will have an
opportunity to learn from a wide selection of chant and/or bioacoustic experts. You will
learn chants, dissect mele (poetic text), and explore topics such as sound therapy,
bioacoustics, and sound vibrations. Each day we will highlight an element that sustains
life on islands and island earth....ALL IN THE SPIRIT OF Kanana Ola or Life Sustaining:

➢ Dec 19th ~  Fire (volcano, sun, hearths, body heat, forms of heat)
➢ Dec 20th ~ Water (clouds, rains, winds, ocean & people of the ocean)
➢ Dec 21st ~  Forest (trees, moss, vertical/horizontal forests, bird people)

The duality of earth processes and creatures is embedded within the Hawaiian
understanding of the universe. Let’s dive in together!



WOM SPECIAL EVENTS &
ACTIVITIES🔺

Kulukulu-ua Chant Exhibition and Concert
Saturday Dec 18th (4:00pm - 6:00pm HST)

(This special event is not included in the core program but is included in the ʻAlohilani VIP Package.
Participants may also register separately for special events, see the Special Events🔺 Registration page)

On the first evening, we open the Interdisciplinary World Oli Movement with Kulukulu-ua
Exhibition & Concert to honor time tested compositions and honor new chants that
support the health and wellbeing of the human & more-than-human community in
2021 and beyond. This will be a special hour and a half concert, made up of 2-45
minute sets of chants, with chanters in Hawaiʻi and beyond.

➢ Come and enjoy different layers of oli and maybe even sounds that you never
associated with oli.

➢ Access a moʻokūʻauhau (genealogy) of oli never showcased before through
voices cultivated through generations.

➢ Reconnect with our honua (earth), the percussion of its processes and the
rhythms of reciprocity which are fundamental to life on earth and encapsulated
within Hawaiʻi life ways.



🔺WOM Special Events & Activities continued...

Uliuli Intensive
Saturday Dec 18th - Sunday Dec 19th (8:00pm-6:30am until sunrise HST)

(This special event is not included in the core program but is already included in the ʻAlohilani VIP
Package. To sign up for this session, see the Special Events 🔺Registration page, and you MUST be
registered for the World Oli Movement (Pūnua, ʻAlohilani, ʻAkekeke, ʻUwaʻu, ʻŌpeʻapeʻa, Kioea
packages) to qualify for Uliuli intensive.)

This is a rare opportunity to engage with Dr. Pualani Kanahele Kanakaʻole and Kekuhi
Kealiikanakaole. Since the 1980’s, Dr. Kanahele has recognized the dire need to
reintegrate ritual back into our lives, both in Hawaiʻi and worldwide. The Uliuli Intensive
will be an ALL nighter 8pm-6:30am the following day. Amidst the darkest hours lies a
special time, the Uliuli.

➢ For those in the right frame of mind, this time holds a potency of potential often
inaccessible to our conscious minds. There is no better way than to shock your
body into chant and ritual training than this method.

➢ This intensive will take you through 3 or 4 mele that we will need to learn, and
the concentration of the mele will take us towards the focus of this - expand the
Uli and coming into Homeostasis and balance, and how rain and deluge and
season can help inform us.

Participants will learn the new mele in preparation for the next day's sunrise ceremony.
The question is not "How does this lack of sleep help you to learn chants?" Rather, we
ask, "Why NOT learn and connect to the mele in the spirit of wonderment and novelty, in
the nourishing arms, in the poli of the night?" Now that's intense!



WOM SPECIAL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES 🔺

Sunrise Ceremony
Sunday Dec 19th (6:30am - 7:00am HST)

(This special event will be open to all WOM registrants and open to the general community to join via a
facebook live event. See detail below.)

As our tūtū Hina (grandmother moon) transitions from HŌKŪ to MĀHEALANI, we will
greet the sunrise with the energy that builds up from the Kulukuluua Concert and the
Uliuli Intensive. The Uliuli Intensive participants who trained through the pō ke ao (night)
will lead the sunrise ceremony the next morning. This will be a public event, and will be
streamed live on www.facebook.com/halauohia for all to join!

Wai-brations
Sunday Dec 19th (5:30pm - 7:00pm HST)

(This special event is not included in the core program but is included in the ʻAlohilani VIP Package.
Participants may also register separately for special events, see Special Events 🔺 Registration pag))

Wai-brations" is a 1-hour evening event featuring the intersection of oli, prayer chants,
bioacoustics, sound therapy and land & ocean imagery. Have fun, trip out, expand...and
journey into the very center of OLI!

http://www.facebook.com/halauohia


WOM SPECIAL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES 🔺

Tiny Kuahu
Monday Dec 20th (5:30pm - 7:00pm HST)

(This special event is not included in the core program, but is included in the Pūnua Early Registration &
the ʻAlohilani VIP Package. Participants may also register separately for special events, see Special
Events 🔺 Registration page)

This is a boutique series created and curated by Kauila Kealiikanakaole. Kuahu is
defined as an “altar or shrine.” In Hawaiʻi, it is an elevated place or structure where
ceremonial rituals are performed and offerings are made to ancestors or deities, inciting
inspiration and creativity.

➢ Tiny Kuahu brings together conversation, music and the anchor of the kuahu to
promote healthy and safe interactions, a balanced lifestyle, mental health and
well-being, and overall ALOHA.

➢ In the same way that traditional kuahu brings intentions into focus, this event is
designed to create a safe space to reflect and connect in today's world.

Kauila will be curating a special session unique to Kūlia E Uli: World Oli Movement 2021!



WOM SPECIAL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES 🔺

Closing ʻAha Ao Polohiwa a Kanaloa
Tuesday Dec 21st (5:00pm - 6:30pm HST)

(This special event will be open to all WOM registrants and open to the general community to join via a
facebook live event. See detail below.)

This final ceremony will celebrate the culmination of our very first World Oli Movement,
and mark our movement into the time of Kanaloa with people from around the world. On
this Winter Solstice, the BIG intention of this ritual is to honor Kanaloa, and to activate
and release the energy that was cultivated together out into the world.

➢ Participate in Hawaiʻi ritual processes that enhance a sense of personal, familial
and communal well being

➢ Come feel a sense of community as we collectively set intention with
participants across the globe

This will be a public event, and will be streamed live on www.facebook.com/halauohia
for all to join.

http://www.facebook.com/halauohia


WOM Organizer
Hula Tradition
Kekuhi Kealiʻikanakaole is an educator who has trained in the tradition of Hula ʻAihaʻa and
Hula Pele, chant and ritual for 39 years under Hālau O Kekuhi, named for her grandmother,
Edith Kekuhi Kanakaʻole. She was ritually elevated to the status of Kumu Hula (hula master) of
Hālau o Kekuhi by her mother, Kumu Hula Pualani Kanahele, and her aunt, Kumu Hula Nalani
Kanakaʻole.

Kekuhi has co-produced some of Hālau O Kekuhi’s most significant contributions to oral and
ritual arts stage performances, namely, Holo Mai Pele, Kamehameha Paiʻea, Kilohi Nā Akua
Wahine, Hānau Ka Moku, Wahinepōʻaimoku, Ka Hana Kapa, and CD resources Uwolani, Puka
Kamaʻehu and Hiʻiakaikapoliopele.

Consciousness & Current Work
One of Kekuhi's passion's is strengthening the relationship between Hawaiʻi ecological wisdom
and scientific wisdom. Kekuhi served as the Senior Scholar at The Kohala Center for 20 years.
She has the honor of working with some of Hawaiʻi's most passionate committed conservation
and restoration organizations, individuals, and initiatives, one of them being Kā Mauli Hou - the
statewide Hawaiʻi Conservation and Restoration Initiative. Kekuhi continues to facilitate ways
of improving how Hawaiʻi consciousness and science & technology consciousness can work in
harmony for the well-being of Hawaiʻi and the world. Kekuhiʻs most important message in this
effort is: "I ola ʻoe, i ola mākou nei", my life is dependent on you and your life is dependent on
me.

In an effort to broaden her service to people beyond the hālau, Kekuhi has developed Ulu Ka
ʻŌhiʻa - Hula Consciousness Seminar and Hālau ʻŌhiʻa - Hawaiʻi Stewardship Training to
teach basic Hawaiʻi practices that can connect anyone, anywhere, to their inner and outer
landscapes. Kekuhi and her husband Tangaro also offer an annual Kū E Ke Olioli: Chanting for
Wellbeing Series.  Additionally, she has created an online chant program, Oli Honua, to support
learners worldwide.

"Hula and oli teaches that we are reflections of every big and little being in the world. If we
dance, they dance. When we sing to them, they sing back.  And when we chant the vibrations
of the cosmos, guess what? They chant back!"

The Charm of Mele
In addition to hula, chant, and Hawaiʻi-ecology. Kekuhi’s love affair with music as a way to
heighten and expand vibrations of well-being in the world, inspired a singing career. As
co-creators, Kekuhi and husband Tangaro gave birth to 3 CDs: "Hahani Mai" (Punahele



Productions), and "Kekuhi", and "Honey Boy" (MountainApple Company). She was honored with
a Nā Hōkū Hanohano Award as Female Vocalist of the Year in 1999, and has performed on
numerous concert stages over the past 20 years. Kekuhi spends part of her music career with
her daughter Kaumakaiwa Kealiʻikanakaʻole and artist and producer Shawn Kekoa Pimental.
Their most recent single release is Moloka'i Jam, 2013.

LONOA HONUA
Lonoa Honua is the means and the medium through which to access and engage spirit.  The
"lonoa" are the numerous senses through which our cells, neurons, body, land, ocean, sky, mind
& spirit relates to one another.  Honua means earth or body at all scales.  Lonoa Honua is the
name I chose for my business to remind me of my greater vision, that is: to connect  people,
places, and energies in the universe to one another through Hawaiʻi Life ways.

The Lonoa Honua Team


